This chapter primarily reviews the nature of water vapour when it presents in bulk gas. The change in a ratio between water vapour and corresponding dissociated hydrogen, which determine the thermodynamic stability of the oxide formation, is analysed when the oxidation kinetics are linear and parabolic. When water vapour reaches the solid/gas interface, chromium species volatilisation and oxidation controlled by surface reaction can occur. The adsorbed water vapour can be further incorporated into the oxide possibly in the form of hydrogen defects. The role of these defects on altering the defect structure of the oxide is discussed. Finally, characteristics of the oxide scale on stainless steels formed in the atmosphere containing water vapour are reviewed.
In practice, water vapour presents in various atmospheres such as in ambient air of the industrial processes [1] [2] [3] [4] or in atmospheres on cathode or anode sides of solid oxide fuel cells [5] [6] [7] . The presence of water vapour could significantly change the oxidation rate and behaviour of the metals. In the classic 2001 paper titled "The kinetic behaviour of metals in water vapour at high temperature: Can general rules be proposed?", Galerie et al. summarised that "water vapour may react more rapidly with metals than oxygen provided that the formed oxide can grow by transport of hydroxyl ion. If such a transport is not possible, the rate of the reaction will depend on the surface acidity of the oxide: less acidic is the oxide, slower is the reaction." [8] . From the time of that publication, the extensive research on water vapour effect on stainless steel oxidation has been conducted under his guidance. A part of those works is reviewed here together with the other ones relevant to this topic. The chapter starts from the analysis of water vapour in the bulk gas. It is then followed by the situations when water vapour arrives at the scale/gas interface and when the adsorbed water is incorporated into the oxide scale in the form of hydrogen defect.
As for the water vapour in the bulk gas, when water vapour presents in the atmosphere, it can dissociate giving H2 and O2 according to the following global reaction: 2 are the equilibrium constant and standard Gibbs free energy of water dissociation reaction as Reaction 5.1, respectively. If the bulk gas contains water vapour mixed with an inert gas, the values of the equilibrium partial pressure of oxygen, eq O ) ( 2 p , dissociated from Reaction 5.1 can be calculated as explained in Section 3.2. Fig. 5.1 shows the temperature-dependent equilibrium partial pressure of oxygen dissociated from water vapour and from the Ar-H2O gas mixture. It can be used to identify the equilibrium oxygen partial pressure in Ar-H2O when the water vapour content in the atmosphere is varied. Equilibrium partial pressure of oxygen in Ar-20% H2O gas mixture constructed using thermodynamic data from Kubaschewski et al. [9] .
To check whether the oxygen dissociated from water vapour significantly affects the steel oxidation, Chandra-ambhorn et al. [4] oxidised a low carbon steel at 900 ºC in Ar-20% H2O. As can be seen in Fig. 5 .1, the equilibrium oxygen partial pressure is 8.45 × 10 -7 bar in that atmosphere at 900 ºC. In their experiment, this gas mixture was flowed with the rate of 6 L h -1 to oxidise the steel in a thermobalance where the mass change was recorded every 5.3 s. The calculation showed that, within 5.3 s, the oxygen gas dissociated from water vapour is supplied to the reactor only with the amount of 0.0024 μg. However, H2O in this atmosphere has the partial pressure of 0.2 bar. With the same gas flow rate, H2O supplies oxygen associated with its molecule to the reactor with the amount of 290 μg in 5.3 s. The mass gain measured by thermobalance in each 5.3 s was found to be in the range of 1.4-27.0 μg [4] . These results indicate that water vapour plays a dominant role to provide oxygen for oxidation much more than the one from oxygen gas which is dissociated from water vapour.
When water vapour takes part in oxidation process, water is consumed and hydrogen is produced. These phenomena could change the ratio of water vapour to hydrogen ( 2 2 H O H / p p ) in the atmosphere, and therefore possibly affect stability of the oxide formation. For the oxidation of metal M in H2O giving MaOb, the global oxidation reaction can be written as follows: 
is the partial pressure of water vapour entering the reactor, V  is the gas flow rate, R is the ideal gas constant, T is the absolute temperature and t d is the differential of time. From Reaction 5.3, we see that the number of mole of H2O consumed equals the number of mole of O used to form the oxide which is the one obtained from the experiment, thus giving where measured dn is the differential of the number of mole measured from the thermogravimetric experiment. From Reaction 5.3, we can also see that the number of mole of H2O consumed equals the number of mole of H2 gas produced by the oxidation reaction. If it is assumed that all H2 molecules produced from Reaction 5.3 release to the atmosphere, we can write that In the case of parabolic oxidation, the relation between mass gain and time can be described as
where p k is the parabolic rate constant and C is a constant which could be obtained when fitting the experimental results. From this relation, it can be obtained that 
Water Vapour Effect at the Solid/Gas Interface

Chromium Species Volatilisation
When water vapour from the bulk gas arrives at the metal surface it can oxidise the metal and also volatilise the oxide formed. Chromium species volatilisation, so-called chromium species evaporation or vaporisation, from chromia grown on chromium alloys in oxidising conditions at elevated temperatures has been observed by many researchers since 1960s. When chromium alloy was exposed to oxidising atmosphere at high temperatures, the CrO3 crystal has sometimes been found to deposit at cooler parts of equipment due to the reduction of CrO3 back to Cr2O3 [11, 12] . The research group of Caplan and Cohen [11] was one of the early groups who studied the chromium volatilisation by observing the weight loss of Cr2O3 pellets exposed to various dry and humidified atmospheres at 1000-1200 ºC for 5 to 100 h. In their experiment, the gas flow rate of gas was varied from 10 to 200 mL min -1 at room temperature, corresponding to a linear velocity in the range of 0.025-0.5 cm s -1 . They found for both dry and humidified oxygen that the rate of weight loss of Cr2O3 increased with increasing temperatures while no weight change occurred under dry and humidified argon atmospheres. They also found that the rate of weight loss of Cr2O3 exposed to humidified oxygen was about two times higher than in dry oxygen.
Tedmon [13] derived the model equation to describe the oxidation behaviour of chromium and iron-chromium alloys based on the assumption that not only chromium oxidation into Cr2O3 occurred when exposing to oxidising atmospheres at high temperatures but also the volatilisation of Cr2O3 formed into volatile species. By considering the two phenomena simultaneously, Tedmon found that a transition from a parabolic oxidation kinetics into linear one can be observed. This model is in good agreement with the experimental data.
Stearns et al. [14] measured the volatilisation rates of Cr2O3 at low pressure (1.51 × 10 -4 atm) in gas steam with different partial pressures of oxygen over the temperature range of 1000-1300 ºC. Taking into account both diffusion and reaction effects, the reaction-controlled rates of chromium species volatilisation were calculated. They observed that the Cr2O3 volatilisation rate decreased with decreasing oxygen partial pressure. Furthermore, they found a volatilisation rate dependence to the oxygen partial pressure to the power 0.75. For temperature dependence study, the Arrhenius relation between the Cr2O3 volatilisation rate versus reciprocal temperature gave the experimental activation energy of 251 ± 21 kJ mol -1 .
Fryburg et al. [15] investigated the formation of volatile species vaporised from various types of metals and alloys including chromium at 1050 ºC in oxidising atmospheres containing water vapour. They found that besides the volatile species of CrO3, under the oxidising atmosphere containing water vapours, CrO2(OH)2 was also formed resulting in increasing the rate of chromium species evaporation.
Asteman et al. [16, 17] investigated chromium volatilisation from 304L stainless steel exposed to dry O2 and O2 containing 10% water vapour at 873 ºC from 1 to 672 h. The weight gain of the sample exposed to dry O2 increased with increasing exposure time. They also observed that the presence of water vapour in O2 did not significantly affect the weight gain for samples exposed for less than 168 h. However, for longer exposure time the weight gain of the samples exposed to wet O2 was considerably lower than that exposed to dry O2. They explained that after prolonged exposure to humidified oxygen, chromium species volatilisation and chromium-manganese spinel formation led to the decrease in the rate of weight gain. Chromium volatile species was suggested to be CrO2(OH)2.
Asteman et al. [18, 19] also investigated the effect of chromium species volatilisation on the oxidation behaviour of 304L and 310 steels in water vapour and oxygen mixtures at 500-800 ºC. In their experiment, the gas flow rate was varied. The results revealed that the oxidation strongly depended on the gas flow rate. In the oxidation of AISI 310 at 600 ºC in humidified oxygen using the gas flow rate in the range of 0.3-10 cm s -1 , they found that at relatively low gas flow rate the protective  -(Cr,Fe)2O3 oxide was formed with the outer part depleted in chromium. At high flow rates beyond the critical value the protective oxide could be failed [19] . In that case, the  -Fe2O3/(Cr,Fe)2O3 with the thickness higher than 5 m was found at the heart of the alloy grain while the  -(Cr,Fe)2O3 close to the steel grain boundaries remained partially protective. They further suggested that durability of stainless steel in humidified oxygen is connected to its ability to compensate chromium loss by sublimation.
Yamauchi et al. [20] also investigated the effect of water vapour on the volatilisation of chromia. Their results were in good agreement with Asteman et al. [16, 17] . Furthermore, they compared the volatilisation behaviour of chromia under N2-O2-H2O atmosphere with those under N2-O2 and N2-H2O atmospheres within the temperature range of 1173-1473 K. In their work, samples were prepared by hot-pressing chromia powder in a graphite die using sintering temperature of 1673 K. Before the test, all samples were polished with a fine diamond abrasive and then ultrasonically cleaned in ethanol. Mass loss of each sample was measured for various exposure times. It was observed that the mass losses in N2-O2 and N2-H2O atmospheres were almost identical and very low in comparison with that in N2-O2-H2O atmosphere. From this observation, they suggested that the chromium species volatilisation based on the reaction that both oxygen and water vapour were involved. Considering the effect of oxygen partial pressure on the mass loss, they found that the rate of mass loss increased with increasing oxygen partial pressure.
Gindorf et al. [21] developed the transpiration apparatus used to measure the amount of vaporised chromium species. They measured the amount of chromium species evaporated from Cr2O3 powder at 1223 K at different flow rates of humid air. They observed that a chromium sublimation rate increases with increasing flow rate. However, the chromium volatilisation rate remains unchanged for flow rate higher than 400 mL min -1 . Gindorf et al. also performed the thermodynamic computation using databases of IVTANTHERMO and Ebbinghaus and found that most abundant volatilisation reactions should be as follows:
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Furthermore, they compared their experimental results with the computational one and found that, at low partial pressure of water vapour, the evaporated chromium species is in the form of CrO3 while, at high partial pressure of water vapour, CrO2(OH)2 should be major chromium volatile species.
Opila et al. [22] studied the effect of oxygen and water vapour partial pressure on the amount of produced chromium volatile species. They found that partial pressure of the chromium volatile species depended on the partial pressure of water vapour to the power 0.96 and partial pressure of O2 to the power 0.77. These values corresponded to the power law exponents of the rate law of Reaction 5.16. Kurokawa et al. [23] also investigated the effect of gas flow rate on the amount of chromium species volatilisation from chromium oxide pellets using experimental setup inspired by the transpiration apparatus of Gindorf's research group. Their results are in agreement with the ones by Gindorf et al. [21] .
Stanislowski et al. [24] studied chromium species volatilisation on the surface of chromiaforming Ducrolloy exposed to humidified air at 800 ºC by varying the flow rate from laminar to turbulent regime. The evolution of chromium volatilisation flux according gas flow rate can be divided into three zones called "equilibrium volatilisation", "non-equilibrium volatilisation" and "volatilisation limit". For the "equilibrium volatilisation" related to the lower flow rate part of laminar flow region, the reactions are at equilibrium. The rates of forward and backward reactions are equivalent. Hence, chromium species volatilisation rate should be equal to the one calculated by thermodynamics, and thus increases with increasing the gas flow rate. In the "non-equilibrium volatilisation" zone that covers higher flow rate part of laminar flow region and the beginning part of turbulent zone, a thin film of gas called "boundary layer" forms on the surface. A concentration gradient happens due to the diffusion limit of chemical species with boundary layer. In laminar regime, both inside and outside boundary layers have laminar flow pattern. The faster the gas flows, the thinner the boundary layer is formed resulting in less concentration gradient. At the beginning when the laminar flow changes into the turbulent flow due to the increase of fluid flow rate, the flow pattern at the top part of boundary layer becomes turbulent while the bottom part of boundary layer which is close to the surface still maintains laminar flow pattern. In the turbulent zone of boundary layer, a turbulent stream causes the fluid to well mix. Therefore, a concentration gradient in the turbulent zone becomes less as the degree of turbulent increases. This may be the reason why chromium species volatilisation rate increases with increasing rate at first and then the increasing rate becomes slower as the flow is more turbulent. For the last zone, volatilisation limit zone, the flow is fully turbulent and, instead of diffusion limit, chromium volatilisation is limited by kinetics.
In our research group, Wongpromrat et al. [6] developed the experimental set-up as described in Section 3.3 in Chapter 3 to measure the chromium species volatilisation from AISI 430 stainless steel subjected to O2-5% H2O at 800 ºC. It was found that in the linear gas velocity range of 0.8-1.95 cm s -1 , the chromium species volatilisation rate increases with the increased velocity as shown in Fig. 5 .3. This indicates that the mass transfer rate of the chromium volatile specie is slower than the surface reaction rate. Thus the mass transfer of the volatile specie across the oxide/gas interface is a rate-determining step. To compare the results with the theoretical value, mass flux of the chromium volatile species (j) is calculated using the following equation [6, 25] :
Here, km is the mass transfer coefficient of the chromium volatile species, R is the ideal gas constant, T is the absolute temperature. psurface and pbulk are the partial pressures of the volatile species at the solid surface and in the bulk gas respectively.
In the following calculation of the mass flux, it is assumed that psurface is significantly higher than pbulk and thus the pbulk term is neglected. The values of psurface can be obtained by using thermodynamic data reported in literature. As for km, its value can be obtained from Eq. 5.19 [6, 25] where v is the kinematic viscosity, vl is the linear velocity of the gas and l is the sample length. DAB is the binary gas (O2-CrO2(OH)2) diffusion coefficient which can be calculated using the Chapman-Enskog kinetic theory [26] . The calculation shows that the values of km are 0.5-1.5 cm s -1 for the linear velocity of the gas in the range of 0.85-1.95 cm s -1 .
By determining the values of km, psurface and pbulk previously discussed as well as T, the mass flux of the volatile specie according to Eq. 5.18 can be calculated and plotted in Fig. 5 .3. In that figure, there are also two calculated lines which were obtained by using different thermodynamic data i.e. from Opila et al. [22] and Stanislowski et al. [24] in order to find out the value of psurface. It can be seen that our measured mass fluxes are lower than the calculated ones. The measured mass fluxes were obtained from the chromium volatile species in the bulk gas which was dissolved in water and washing solution as described in Section 3.3 in Chapter 3, while the calculated mass flux is the flux that transfers from the solid surface to the bulk gas. The volatilisation in this case is controlled by Linear velocity (cm s −1 )
Calculated values using thermodynamic data from Stanislowski et al. [24] Calculated values using thermodynamic data from Opila et al. [22] Trend from measured values by Wongpromrat et al. [6] log j (j in g cm −2 s −1 )
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High Temperature Corrosion of Stainless Steels: An Alain Galerie Festschrift mass transfer of the volatile species, therefore the mass flux of the volatile species in the bulk gas which was the measured value was lower than the mass flux passing through the oxide/gas interface which is calculated using Eq. 5.18. Wongpromrat et al. [7] also investigated the effect of gas velocity on the chromium species volatilisation rate of the AISI 441 stainless steel up to the linear gas velocity of 10 cm s -1 . The result is shown in Fig. 5.4 . As seen from the figure, the pattern of the graph is similar to the results of Gindorf et al. [21] and Kurokawa et al. [23] i.e. at the low linear velocity range of 1-4 cm s -1 , volatilisation rate increases with increasing gas velocity. Meanwhile, at the gas velocity more than 4 cm s -1 , volatilisation rate seems unchanged. They explained that, at low gas velocity, volatilisation rate is limited by the diffusion rate of chromium volatile species through the boundary layer, while at high gas velocity, diffusion rate becomes faster resulting in constant volatilisation rate as it is limited by surface reaction. Comparing with the result of Stanislowski et al. [24] , it is possible that Gindorf et al. [21] and Kurokawa et al. [23] and Wongpromrat et al. [7] performed the experiments at low velocity which might lie on "laminar region" discussed in Stanislowski et al. [24] as they performed the experiments with low gas velocities. Expecting to reduce the chromium species volatilisation rate of AISI 441, Wongpromrat et al. coated their specimens with Mn-Co spinel and found that unlike the case of AISI 430, Mn-Co spinel coating could not suppress the chromium volatilisation [6] . Therefore, under the supervision of Professor Alain Galerie and the collaboration between KMITL, KMUTNB (Bangkok, Thailand) and SIMaP (Grenoble, France), instead of using conventional way like coating the steel surface with ceramics, Wongpromrat et al. [7] applied the pre-oxidation method to form thin pre-oxidation film on AISI 441. As seen in Figs. 5.5 and 5.6, superior suppression of chromium species volatilisation is obtained when flowing 5% H2O in O2 at low rates (0-4 cm s -1 ) for 96 h through the pre-oxidised specimens in argon at 250 ºC and in CO2/CO at 250 and 850 ºC. This means that the pre-oxidation could be a promising method to inhibit chromium species volatilisation from AISI 441 which will probably be able to use as interconnector of solid oxide electrochemical devices. The possible mechanism for this suppression is described in Section 6.4 in Chapter 6 concerning the chromium volatilisation of stainless steel SOFC interconnect. 
Oxidation Controlled by Surface Reaction
Water vapour could not only volatilise the oxide on the surface but also oxidise the metal. When water vapour does not impact the diffusion process or modify the microstructure of the oxide, the surface reaction can be a rate determining step for the oxidation process [27] . In pure water vapour, Galerie et al. [8] and Young [27] suggested that water vapour can be dissociated giving OH They suggested that the energy needed to break the first OH bond is significantly lower than the one needed to break the second OH bond. As a result, the covering of hydroxide on the surface is more probable even at room temperature, while the covering of oxygen on the surface is less likely [8] . The oxygen species need the surface that can tightly fix the OH particle by its oxygen electron pair so that, by the great induced polarisation, the second OH bond can be broken; and in such case the surface is acidic [8] . Galerie et al. [8] plotted the evolution of a linear rate constant of metals oxidised in water vapour with the cation hydration enthalpies, giving the linear relationship between these two variables as shown in Fig. 5.7 . It is noted that the oxidation rate of chromium and niobium are in fact parabolic, but a linear mean rate is assumed in the first 1 h [8] . From this figure, they proposed to use the cation hydration enthalpy to assess the acidity of the oxide in the manner that more negative value of the cation hydration enthalpy indicates more acidity of the oxide, and as a consequence the faster oxidation rate. However, the prediction of the oxidation rate using the hydration enthalpy is limited by many reasons such as the oxides formed in oxygen and in water vapour must be in the same form so that the comparison is relevant [8] . The prediction cannot be used for the case of vanadium and niobium since these metals form V2O5 and Nb2O5 in oxygen, while they form VO2 and NbO2 in water vapour [8] . In the case of chromia, the diffusion in this oxide is relatively slow and remains a rate CoO determining step for the oxidation in water vapour [27] , even though in some other atmospheres like carbon-containing ones, the surface reaction can be a rate determining step for stainless steel oxidation [28] [29] [30] as described in Section 6.3.2.2 in Chapter 6. Furthermore, water vapour significantly changes the defect structure and therefore the diffusion process, as well as the microstructure of Cr2O3. These changes influence the oxidation mechanism as will be explained in the next section.
Water Vapour Effect on the Diffusion-Controlled Oxidation through Chromia
Diffusion-Controlled Oxidation Phenomena
Figs. 5.8-5.10 exemplifies the effect of water vapour on the oxidation of iron, chromium and iron-chromium alloys at high temperatures. Fig. 5.8 shows the mass gain of iron when it was oxidised in oxygen without and with water vapour [31] . It can be seen that, at relatively low temperature of 700 ºC, the oxidation rates of iron in both atmospheres are nearly identical. However, at the higher temperatures of 800 and 900 ºC, water vapour in the atmosphere accelerates the iron oxidation rate. For the chromia thermally grown on chromium, Hänsel et al. [32] conducted the oxidation test at 1000 ºC in argon containing water vapour, oxygen and hydrogen. The oxidation kinetics was found to be parabolic. For the results at relatively high oxygen partial pressure i.e. 0.04 bar, the parabolic rate constant is independent on the water vapour content as shown in Fig. 5.9 . However, at the relatively low oxygen partial pressure in the range of 10 -15 to 10 -14 bar, three important results were observed. First, the rate constant increases with the increased water vapour content at constant oxygen partial pressure as shown in Fig. 5.10(a) . Second, the rate constant increases with the increased water vapour at constant hydrogen partial pressure as in Fig. 5.10(b) . Third, the rate constant increases with the increased hydrogen partial pressure at constant oxygen partial pressure as in Fig. 5.10(c) . It is noted that the oxygen partial pressure in Figs. 5.9 and 5.10 were calculated using thermodynamic data from Ref. [9] . Parabolic rate constant as a function of the partial pressure of water vapour at constant oxygen partial pressure for the chromium oxidation at 1000 ºC in the relatively high oxygen partial pressure [32] . Fig. 5.10 . Parabolic rate constant as a function of (a) the partial pressure of water vapour at constant oxygen partial pressure (b) the partial pressure of water vapour content at constant hydrogen partial pressure, and (c) the hydrogen partial pressure at constant oxygen partial pressure for the chromium oxidation at 1000 ºC in the relatively low oxygen partial pressure range [32] . Fig. 5.11 shows the oxidation behaviour of Fe-15.7Cr-8.5Mn stainless steel in dry and humidified oxygen at 700 ºC [33] . The kinetics is also found to be parabolic with the enhanced rate when water vapour presents in the atmosphere. This result was also observed such as in the case of Fe-17Cr-1Mn stainless steel [34] . According to Figs. 5.8-5.11, the oxidation rate is parabolic which indicates that the oxidation is controlled by the diffusion through the oxide. To understand the role of water vapour on defect structure and therefore the oxidation mechanism, we start from the simple case of an oxide in the form of M2O3 where metal vacancy is a dominant defect at the outer part and oxygen vacancy is a major defect in the inner part of the oxide. This defect structure is in agreement with Cr2O3 formed in oxygen as described in Section 4.1.2 in Chapter 4. The relevant defect formation reactions are shown in Reactions 5.22 and 5.23. These two reactions give the Schottky defect reaction as shown in Reaction 5.24. The electronic defect reaction also exists in the oxide as shown in Reaction 5.25.
When water vapour presents in the atmosphere, water vapour might be incorporated in the oxide in many forms, at least in the following three cases: (i) an incorporation of water vapour in the form of the hydrogen interstitial with positively unit effective charge ( • i H ) [35, 36] , (ii) a formation of OH ) together with the hydrogen interstitial with negatively unit effective charge ( i H ) [32] , and (iii) a formation of the hydroxyl ion which plays a major role on enhancing the oxygen inward diffusion [8, 37] . Each possibility will be discussed as follows.
Defect Structural Analysis when • i H Presents in M2O3
Norby [35] proposed the beautiful analysis leading to the construction of the Brouwer diagram for M2O3 oxidised in humidified oxygen which is a framework of this section. It was argued that 
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High Temperature Corrosion of Stainless Steels: An Alain Galerie Festschrift water vapour in the atmosphere could dissociate giving hydrogen interstitial and liberate oxygen according to Reaction 5.26 [35] . From this reaction and Reaction 5.1, we may consider that water vapour could dissociate giving hydrogen gas according to Reaction 5.1 and the hydrogen gas dissolves into the oxide in the hydrogen interstitial form according to Reaction 5.27 [35] . Norby [35] assumed that at relatively lower partial pressure of water, hydrogen interstitial is a minor defect (case I). Reaction 5.29 shows that, in this condition, the oxygen vacancy becomes dominant. Its charge is compensated by electron as can be seen from Reaction 5.23. When the partial pressure of water vapour increases, Norby proposed that hydrogen interstitial became dominant and was compensated by electron (case II) and eventually by metal vacancy (case III) as can be seen from Reaction 5.28. From these assumptions, the dependencies of defect concentrations with the gas partial pressures can be derived as follows.
For the case I corresponding to the condition that hydrogen interstitial is a minor defect, the electroneutrality condition is From Eqs. 5.37-5.41, 5.43-5.46 and 5.48-5.52, the defect concentrations can also be plotted as a function of the oxygen partial pressure at a fixed water vapour pressure, giving the Brouwer diagram as shown in Fig. 5.12 . This diagram is similar to the one presented by Norby [35] but with slight correction to make all lines follow Eqs. 5. 36-5.52 .
Based on this analysis, Chandra-ambhorn et al. [33] proposed the graphical representation of the role of water vapour on the defect concentrations and dominant regimes as illustrated in Fig. 5 .13 [33] . When water vapour content in the atmosphere increases, the defect concentration lines shift from the solid to the dash ones. It can be seen from Fig. 5.13 that in the relatively high water vapour content region (case III), when water vapour content increases the metal vacancy concentration increases and the dominant regime of this defect is expanded. If the metal vacancy is dominant for the oxide growth, the increase in its concentration enhances the oxidation rate of the metal.
Defect Structural Analysis when
• O OH and i H Presents in M2O3 In this analysis, Hänsel et al. [32] proposed the defect situations in chromia, which are the framework of this section, to explain the results shown in Figs. 5.9 and 5.10. When M V    is the dominant defect, the defect formation reaction is like Reaction 5.22. It is still considered that water vapour gives the hydrogen defect in the oxide. However, if hydrogen interstitial is bounded with the oxygen atom in the crystal, Reaction 5.27 could be re-written as Reaction 5.53 with the equilibrium constant shown in Eq. 5.54. When oxygen partial pressure is relatively high, it is presumed that the hydrogen partial pressure is low giving the following assumption [ This relation indicates that at relatively high oxygen partial pressure, the rate constant due to the metal vacancy is a function of the oxygen partial pressure only. Thus, varying water vapour content Solid State Phenomena Vol. 300 in the atmosphere does not change the rate constant, which is congruent to the experimental results shown in Fig. 5.9 .
However, in the case of relatively low oxygen partial pressure, the hydrogen partial pressure is presumed to be high giving the following assumption [ 
This relation indicates that at relatively low oxygen partial pressure, the defect concentration and therefore the parabolic rate constant increases with the increased water vapour content in the atmosphere. This analysis is in agreement with the experimental results in Figs. 5.10 (a) and (b). Nevertheless, this relation predicts that in this low oxygen partial pressure range the hydrogen partial pressure does not affect the rate constant, while the experimental results in Fig. 5.10(c) show that it does. In this case, the defect situation according to this model is probably oversimplified.
It is noted that when the assumptions according to Reaction 5.61 and 5.62 are applied, the electroneutrality condition according to Eq. 5.55 reduces to be ]
. Furthermore, the • O OH formation reaction i.e. Reaction 5.53 stems from the • i H formation reaction i.e. Reaction 5.27 and therefore the dependency of these two defect concentrations on gas pressure are in the same form. As a result, the relationship of the metal vacancy and gas pressure according to Eq. 5.63 is equivalent to that derived from the case III where ]
and metal vacancy is dominant, i.e. Eq. 5.48 in Section 5.3.2.
Hänsel et al. [32] further considered the possibility that the metal interstitial ( They also proposed that in the region near the metal/scale interface, the formation of negatively charged hydrogen interstitial might be possible by the following reaction: 
This relation shows that, in the low oxygen partial pressure range, the defect concentration and therefore the rate constant increase with the increased hydrogen partial pressure at constant oxygen partial pressure. The prediction according to Eq. 5.73 is in agreement with the experimental result in Fig. 5.10(c) , while the one according to Eq. 5.63 is not. However, this relation fails to explain the experimental results in Fig. 5.10(b) which shows that the rate constant increases with water vapour at the fixed hydrogen partial pressure.
From the analysis in this section, it was summarised [27, 32] that no single defect model can be used to explain the oxidation mechanism in the atmosphere containing water vapour. However, the linear combination of the mass-transfer contributions by metal vacancy and metal interstitials according to Eqs. 5.56 and 5.69 together with the equilibrium of the hydrogen dissolution reaction i.e. Reaction 5.74, contains all relations between the rate constant and the gas partial pressure at the low oxygen partial pressure regime [27, 32] . the condition that water vapour content is high, thus contributing to the increased oxidation rate. However, the hydroxyl ion could also directly affect the diffusion of oxygen in the oxide as suggested by Galerie [8, 37] .
Effect of Hydroxyl Ion on the Oxygen Transport in the Oxide
Again in the classic 2001 paper, Galerie et al. [8] suggested that hydrogen from water vapour could be incorporated into the oxide by jumping into the substitutional site usually occupied by O 2- or into the oxide grain boundary. The species stemed from water vapour that can jump into the substitutional site are the adsorbed OH ( s OH − ) or H + which might form the substitional hydroxyl by the following reactions [8] :
For the lattice transport, the oxygen vacancy is needed for the diffusion of
OH [8] . Wouters et al. [38] discussed that the ionic radius of the hydroxyl ion (OH -) is about 90 pm while that of oxygen ion (O 2-) is about 140 pm, and the charge of OHis also less than that of O 2-. It is then expected that the diffusion coefficient of the hydroxyl ion through vacancies is higher than that of the oxygen ion [38] . For the transport along the grain boundary, the charge of the diffusing species must go along with the semiconducting property of the oxide, i.e. the p-type metal-deficient oxide allows the anion transport and the n-type oxygen-deficient oxide allows the cation transport [8] .
For thermally grown chromia on chromium and stainless steels, the photoelectrochemistry measurement showed that the semiconducting type of the oxide turned from amphoteric p+n when oxidised in oxygen into n when oxidised in water vapour [37, 39] . This effect is less for stainless steel since the iron doping into the oxide might weaken its p-type property [37, 39] . From these results, we may consider that, for the oxidation of chromium or the chromia-forming stainless steel in water vapour, the hydroxyl ion might be incorporated into the oxide in the substitutional site and diffuses via the oxygen vacancy, or it might be incorporated into the oxide grain boundary and further diffuses to the metal/scale interface. Bamba et al. [37, 40] oxidised Fe-15Cr-0.5Si in Ar-10% H2O at 850 ºC and found the presence of OH in the oxide. Furthermore, Chandra-ambhorn et al. [5, 37] oxidised AISI 441 and AISI 444 stainless steels in O2 and H2-2% H2O at 800 ºC and took these samples to assess the scale adhesion using the tensile test as explained in Section 2.3 in Chapter 2. They found that the oxide formed in H2-2% H2O is better adhered to the steel substrate [5] as shown in Fig. 6.4 in Chapter 6. The similar trend was also observed for the thermal scale on Fe-15.7Cr-8.5Mn formed in humidified oxygen compared with the one formed in oxygen [33] . The better adhesion indicates the possibility that the hydroxyl ion diffuses inwardly to form oxide at the metal/scale interface and therefore promotes the scale adhesion.
Characteristics of the Scale Formed in Humidified Atmosphere
Section 5.3 reviews the defect structure in M2O3 formed in water vapour. It represents the simple case of chromia which is a major oxide thermally grown on stainless steel. However, in the real case of stainless steel, the situation is more complex since the other oxides can also be formed and water vapour can also affect the other properties of the metal-scale system. These aspects will be reviewed in the present section.
Issartel et al. [41] reported the oxidation mechanism of 4509 ferritic steel (Fe-18Cr-Nb-Ti) at 1000 ºC in air-7.5% H2O. They presented that, under water-containing oxidising condition, chromia and Cr-Mn spinel with the composition of Mn1.5Cr1.5O4 were formed while chromium species volatilisation occurs simultaneously. The oxidant, H + and/or H2O, inwardly transported through oxide scale and reacted not only with chromium to form chromia but also with iron at the chromium-depleted zone to form wüstite (FeO). Chromia internally formed owing to chromium oxidation meanwhile it was consumed by reacting with FeO to form FeCr2O4. FeO could possibly react with H2O which diffuses internally through scale and forms Fe3O4. At the same time, iron outwardly diffused and externally reacted with H2O and Fe2O3 is then formed as a nodule which was a sign of catastrophic or breakaway oxidation.
Many works reported that the catastrophic oxidation of stainless steels occurs by the formation of Fe-rich nodules (haematite nodules) on the top surface [41] [42] [43] . Breakaway is highly dependent on the partial pressure of water vapour [44] . In the presence of water vapour, the breakaway can be reached faster than that in dry condition that means water vapour accelerates the onset of breakaway oxidation kinetics [45, 46] . There are many researches describing how Fe-rich nodule grows. As the increasing of scaling growth rate, the thicker scale is formed on the alloy exposed to wet condition rather than to dry condition. So, the cracks and spallation occur faster than that exposed to dry condition. Since the cracks occur, Fe2O3 could be thermodynamically reproduced and this oxide is indeed observed to grow [39] . Ehlers et al. [47] pointed out that the transformation of protective chromia into non-protective iron-rich oxide is governed by the ratio of H2O/O2 rather than the absolute level of H2O. The competitive adsorptions of H2O and O2 at the metal surface governs whether breakaway oxidation occurs [47] . Therefore, the occurrence of breakaway oxidation is determined by H2O/O2 ratio and it was found experimentally that a critical condition for breakaway
The breakaway oxidation can also be enhanced by other effects like the chromium species volatilisation and acidity of the surface. Segerdahl et al. [48] oxidised 11% Cr steel (CrMoV11 1) in dry and wet O2 with the humidity of 10% or 40 % at the temperature range of 450-700 ºC. In wet atmosphere, either protective oxide or non-protective oxide was formed on the steel while chromium species volatilisation occurred in both cases. The oxide formed on the steels remains protective whenever the chromium loss by volatilisation and chromium supply by solid state diffusion to the oxide are still balance. If the rate of chromium loss is higher than the chromiumsupplying rate, the oxide transforms from protective internal chromium-rich (Cr,Fe)2O3 and external iron-rich (Cr,Fe)2O3 to non-protective internal (Fe,Cr)3O4 and α-Fe2O3 due to the depletion of chromium resulting in the feasibility of breakaway oxidation. In addition, the presence of water vapour is more corrosive to alloy comparing with dry atmosphere by promoting higher chromium species volatilisation rate, and then the breakaway oxidation is reached. As for the acidity of the oxide surface, due to more acidity of Fe2O3 than Cr2O3, when Fe2O3 grows on the existing Cr2O3, the difference of surface acidities of these oxides arises, so the faster catastrophic oxidation occurs [43] . In order to prolong the lifetime of alloys, sufficient chromium must be presented in the alloy for selectively oxidising and forming a protective chromia scale. If alloyed chromium is not enough, iron-rich nodule, rather than the desired chromia, co-exists on the alloys [49] .
Water vapour cannot only lead to the catastrophic oxidation, it can also change the properties of the oxide-metal system. Chromium exposed to water-containing atmosphere tends to internally oxidise more than that exposed to dry condition due to hydrogen dissolved in alloys [46, 50, 51] . This may affect one or more following factors: oxygen solubility, oxygen diffusivity in alloys, alloy interdiffusion coefficient and parabolic rate constant [51] . Ani et al. [52] also described that, even though the dissolved hydrogen does not influence the diffusion coefficient of chromium, it increases the oxygen permeability in α-Fe in wet condition by a factor of 1.4 comparing with that in dry condition. This results in the increase in minimum concentration of chromium to form an external scale. Additionally, the dissolved hydrogen changes the oxide shape from discrete spherical particle in dry atmosphere to spike-like precipitates leading to the enhancement of oxygen transport along the metal/oxide precipitate interface [52] . Although many studies reported that water vapour extensively affects the scaling rate of oxide, it is rather different from the recent research by Cheng et al. [53] indicating that water vapour accelerated the formation of oxide scale but it was not significant. The difference in water vapour percentage does not affect the composition of the scale. However, water vapour causes the oxide grain refinement comparing with the oxide formed in dry condition which is consistent with the works of Othman et al. [49] and Jacob et al. [54] .
For alumina-forming alloys, many researches confirmed that water vapour had little effect on their oxidation kinetics whenever the α-alumina was extensively formed on the alloy surface [55] [56] [57] [58] . However, according to the study of Janakiraman et al. [59] demonstrating the cyclic oxidation of PWA 1480, PWA 1484, CMSX 4, diffusion aluminide coatings on PWA 1480 and PWA 1484, and Co-24Cr-10.5Al-0.3Y in wet and dry atmospheres at 1100 ºC, it was found that, in cases that alumina scale was cracked and spalled in dry air, the presence of water vapour caused the increasing in degradation rate by a factor of 2. On the contrary, if there was no crack or spallation of alumina in dry air, water vapour had no effect on the oxidation behaviour. Furthermore, it was proposed that water vapour caused stress corrosion cracking at alumina/alloy interface during cyclic oxidation.
Nevertheless, there is a research proved that water vapour affects the early stage oxidation of alumina-forming alloy. Götlind et al. [60] isothermally oxidised FeCrAl alloy Kanthal AF at 900 ºC in dry O2 and O2-40% H2O. They found that the oxidation rate was significantly faster in wet atmosphere than in dry one during the first 72 h. The development of alumina in dry and wet O2 at 900 ºC was proposed to be as follows: stage (1), γ-Al2O3 and the mixture of oxides corresponding to the composition of the alloy nucleate on the surface. After prolonged exposure, a chromium-rich band within the alumina scale is observed. At stage (2), γ-Al2O3 outwardly grows with the high rate leading to rapid mass gain. Also, γ-Al2O3 provides outward mass transport paths for divalent cations. Meanwhile, α-Al2O3 nucleates and grows slowly inwards and laterally. Pores form in γ-Al2O3 layer close to the inner oxide interface. After 1 h of exposure, the size and distribution of the pores are essentially the same in dry and wet O2. Then, stage (3), a continuous layer of inwardgrowing α-Al2O3 forms. This layer restricts the supply of cations for the growth of outer γ-Al2O3 layer resulting in a much slower oxidation rate. After that, the mechanisms in dry and wet oxidations are different. In dry O2, the outer oxide changes into a mixture oxide phases resulting in the cease of outward oxide growth in which the α-Al2O3 is formed as the outer layer. The γ-Al2O3 continues its slow outward growth leading to the formation of an uneven oxide while the porosity decreases. The slower oxidation in dry O2 is due to an increase in the effective thickness of the α-Al2O3 layer by transformation of γ-Al2O3 and by pore filling. On the other hand, in wet O2, γ-Al2O3 does not transform to α-Al2O3 due to the stabilisation of γ-Al2O3 by H2O forming a hydroxylate surface. The pores have no sign to disappear and the scale formed in wet condition is thicker than that formed in dry condition. This makes an alloy exposed to wet atmosphere more susceptible to spallation than that exposed to dry atmosphere.
Summary
This chapter reviews the role of water vapour on the high temperature corrosion of stainless steels, starting from the scenario when water vapour is in the bulk gas to the situation when it is at the solid/gas interface and in the oxide.
When water vapour is in the bulk gas, it can be dissociated giving oxygen and hydrogen. The oxygen uptake for oxidation of metals is not mainly from the oxygen dissociated from water vapour but from the water molecule itself. The dissociation of water can change the ratio of the partial pressure of water vapour to the partial pressure of hydrogen ( Once water vapour adsorbs on the surface, it can oxidise the metal or volatilise the formed oxide. In the case that water vapour cannot significantly enter the oxide and change its transport properties, the surface reaction especially the dissociation of the adsorbed OH to the adsorbed O can be a rate determining step. In that case, the more acidic oxide, as indicated by the less negative value of the cation hydration enthalpy, tends to have the faster linear oxidation rate. The surface reactioncontrolled kinetics cannot be observed in the chromium oxidation in water vapour but can be found when stainless steel is oxidised in carbon-containing atmosphere.
Water vapour can also volatilise the chromia to the volatile species. The volatilisation rate depends on parameters such as the linear velocity of the gas in the atmosphere. At relatively slow
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High Temperature Corrosion of Stainless Steels: An Alain Galerie Festschrift linear velocity, the volatilisation rate increases with the velocity, indicating that the rate is controlled by the mass transfer of the volatile species from the solid/gas interface to the bulk gas. When the velocity is higher, the volatilisation rate can be constant which indicates that the rate is controlled by the surface reaction. Coating or surface modification e.g. the pre-oxidation technique can be used to reduce the rate of chromium species volatilisation. Many works reported that water vapour can be incorporated into the oxide primarily in the form of hydrogen interstitial with positively unit effective charge ( • i H ). Based on Norby's work [35] , the construction of the Brouwer diagram of M2O3 formed in humidified oxygen is derived, and the graphical representation of the role of water vapour on metal and oxygen vacancies concentrations is proposed. In the regime of relatively high water vapour, increasing water vapour increases the metal vacancy concentration which could contribute to the increased rate of the formation of the metal-deficient oxide. OH and i H ) were proposed by Hänsel et al. [32] to describe the defect situation in the chromia formed in water vapour. The hydroxyl ion could also help facilitate the inward oxygen transport due to its smaller ionic radius and charge compared with those of O 2-. For the chromia formed in water vapour, the oxide is found to be n-type and in this case the hydroxyl ion may transport via the oxygen vacancy or along the oxide grain boundary to the metal/oxide interface. The improved adhesion of scale on stainless steel formed in the atmosphere containing water vapour supports the possibility of this hydroxyl ion inward diffusion.
Apart from chromia, other oxides can be formed during the oxidation of stainless steel in water vapour and in many cases can lead to the catastrophic oxidation. This breakaway oxidation relates to many effects such as the 2 2 H O H / p p . The chromium species volatilisaion or high acidity of the oxide can also provoke the breakaway oxidation. Water vapour can also affect the other properties of stainless steel or the oxide scale. It can increase the oxygen permeability in the ferrite matrix or refine the oxide grain boundaries. For the alumina-forming alloys, many works reported that water vapour has little effect on the oxidation kinetics. However, water vapour can affect the oxide formation on the alumina-forming stainless steel. It can stabilise the -alumina and form a thick and porous oxide leading to susceptibility to the oxide spallation.
